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Abstract reach the desired destination room. The global planning
This paper proposes a new obstacle avoidance problem is solved before the AGV starts moving.
algorithm for the CONTROLAB AGV which uses a After solving the global trajectory planning problem,
similar strategy adopted by a blind person to avoid the AGV has to solve the local trajectory planning
obstacles while walking. The AGV moves within an o.ffice problem in order to define the detailed trajectory to be
environment with a known jloorplan and uses an followed from its current position within a room to the
"electronic stick" consisting of infraredsensors to detect door that connects this room to the next one to be visited
unknown obstacles. Initially a global potential field according to the pre-defined globa1 trajectory.
function is defined for each floorplan room. While While moving a1ong the local trajectory, the AGV
the AGV is moving, the original potentialfunction is must avoid obstacles which it may eventually find on its
modified each time an obstacle is detected by the way. This paper focuses on the local trajectory planning
.,+; d Th .
difi ... l problem and proposes a new procedure Çor avoidl.
ngmJrare sensors. .l , lS mo llcatlon lS Slmp y ...l' .
...I: d b h dd .. if . l l l d obstacles detected m real tlme. Practlcal Solutlons to thepe,Jorme y t e a ltlon o prevlous y ca cu ate. ...
...real tlme solutlon of the local traJectory planmng problem
potentlalfi~ld values on a ?nd w~lch represents the are constrained by the following issues:
room workmg area. The mterestlng as~ects of ~he .the robot must be able to change its trajectory
proposed approach are that the potentlal functlon while it is moving, but the computational load tor
adaptation involves very low computational burden, performing such changes must be small;
the algorithm is free from local minima, the .although severa1 variables can and must be
obstacles can have any shape and low cost sensors controlled during the AGV navigation, its radial
can be used to detect obstacles. symmetry and the fact that the AGV position has
Keywords: obstacle avoidance, potentia1 fields, little or no relation with the other variables to be
autonomous guided vehicles, trajectory planning controlled indicate that the configuration space to
be considered must be a subset of R2. The other
variables are controlled by other systems which are
1. INTRODUCTION not discussed in this paper;
.the sensor system to detect the presence of
This paper ana1yses the navigation problem of the obstacles must be fast and simple;
CONTROLAB AGV [Aude99a] within a set of rooms in Given these constraints, this paper proposes the use of
a building. It is assumed that the AGV displays circular an AGV which is equipped with an "electronic stick",
symmetry and that the building floorplan is known a implemented with infra-red sensors, which is able to
priori. Obstacles that may block the robot trajectory are detect collision points in a similar way as a blind person
detected as the robot moves. does when walking.
With the floorplan information, the AGV may plan its The paper goa1 is to update a global navigation
trajectory from a starting position to any destination function [Lato91], which is a harmonic potential function
within the building, which may be in another room. The [Kim92], while the robot is moving. An initia1 navigation
destination position is sent to the AGV, through wireless function is a priori determined considering the room
communication, by any user connected to the Internet without obstacles. For each detected collision point, this
[Cam99]. In this path planning problem, which will be function is modified to represent the presence of the
called global planning, the AGV must find the best obstacle. The computationa1 effort for this adaptation is
sequence of rooms to cross within the building in order to very sma11 because the function modification is performed
by adding two set of values which can be pre-determined.
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As a consequence, the proposed procedure can be used in operation. This inforrnation is sent to the clients by
real time. the Internet;
It should be stressed that the global navigation .Architect: a special client, implemented as an
function we are looking for is neither unique nor contains object-oriented software tool, which supports the
inforrnation on alI the obstacles and depends on the editing of the environment floorplan to be sent to
trajectory followed by the AGV. the AGV;
In Section 2 of this paper, the CONTROLAB AGV .Trajectory Planner: an on-board software
basic architecture is described. Section 3 discusses the module which is able to establish a trajectory to be
global navigation function and its adaptation during the followed by the AGV from its current position to
real time navigation. Section 4 presents simulation the desired destination within the environment. It
experimen~ results showing th.e behavior. of the AGV consists of a Global Trajectory Planner and a
Local TraJectory Subsystem. Fmally, SectIOn 5 presents Local Trajectory Planner;
the main conclusions and suggestions for future
developments. Figure 2 shows a block diagram of the CONTROLAB
AGV architecture.
2. THE CONTROLAB AGV ARCHITECTURE .,
I Tr..",,(( P]"nncr
The CONTROLAB AGV is a tricycle drive with a
cylindrical body. It moves autonomously within office .
environments and follows instructions issued by any
station connected to the Internet as shown in Figure I.
Figure 2: The CONTROLAB AGV Architecture
The AGV has a priori knowledge of the environment
in which it should travei. It stores a description of this
environment consisting of a floorplan and a derived
Connectivity Graph. The floorplan description is
produced by the Architect and is supplied to the AGV by
the Request Server. At the start of its operation, the AGV
aIso receives inforrnation on its initial position in a room
within the floorplan.
In this application, the Request Server receives orders
Figure 1: Basic Operation ofthe CONTROLAB AGV to be sent to the AGV from the several client stations
connected to the Internet. An order is characterized by the
The CONTROLAB AGV consists of the following identification of the destination room and by the desired
hardware or software modules: final location within this room. Requests are stored in a
.Autonomous Guided Vehicle: a movin(J robot queue and a new request is only sent to the AGV after
equipped with a radio transceiver, infrared ~ensors, completion of the previous one.
and hardware/software resources for storing and
processing inforrnation; 2.1 The Global Trajectory Planner
.Control System: responsible for commanding the
direction and speed of the AGV movement; The Global Trajectory Planner is responsible for
.ClientlServer Subsystem: the client stations use generating and analyzing aIl possible paths from the
the Internet to issue orders to the AGV. The AGV original location to the final location within a
Request Server organizes the client orders received known floo.rplan consisting of doors and free. ~eas. The
by the Internet and uses wireless communication to Global TraJectory Planner creates a Connectlvlty Graph
both send the floorplan description and the client to represent. t~e floorplan as shown in ~igure 3: Within
requests to the AGV and to receive inforrnation the Conne~tiVlty Gra~h, nodes are assocla~ed wlth doors
which aIlows remote monitoring of the AGV and there IS an edge m the graph connectmg two nodes
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whenever the doors associated with these nodes open to a out in the room area. During the AGV movement, the
common free area. The weight of each edge is given by global navigation function is modified by the influence of
the product of the distance between the centers of the detected obstacles. This adaptation of the global
doors and the common free area weight. navigation function values is performed by adding its
previous values on the grid to the values of the potential
2a function associated with the detected obstacle which can
also be determined a priori since every obstacle is
@ @ ] --Q-- modeled as a single point on the gird. The mathematical
s derivation of the global navigation function is discussed
@--r@ @ 2b in detail in Section 3.
3 @ 4 3. THE GLOBAL NAVIGATION FUNCTION AND
(.) (b) ITS ADAPTATION
Figure 3: (a) Environment Free Areas and 3,1 Some Results of the Potential Field Theory and
(b) Connectivity Graph Robot Motion Planning Concepts
Let us consider that S(x,y) is the initial AGV location Epstein [Epst62] has provided a very complete
in the free area ax, and that G(x,y), located in the free area account on the potential field theory. The use of potential
al:' is the destination point of a given request. The Global fields in the problem of robot motion planning has been
Trajectory Planner generates then the Connectivity Graph analyzed in detail by Latombe [Lato91] and the
adding two nodes associated with S and G and then importance of the harmonic potential functions in the
calculates the minimum-cost path between S and G. generation of artificial potential fields has been
Figure 4 illustrates the previous floorplan with the thoroughly discussed by Kim and Khosla [Kim91,
inclusion of S and G, placed in the free areas 1 and 2b, Kim92].
respectively. The assigned weights indicate that free areas A set r c Rn is a domain if it is open and connected.
1 and 3 should be avoided and that it should be given A function f defined in a domain r and belonging to
priority to using free area 5, which represents a corridor. the class C2(r) is said to be harmonic in r if V2f = O,
AlI possible connections between doors are shown both in where V2 = d2/dxl2 + ...+ d2Idx.Z.
the topological scheme and in the Connectivity Graph. The harmonic functions have the tollowing properties:
The best path -S, d15, d2a5, d2a2b, G, with a total cost of .any linear combination of harmonic functions is
294.3 -is emphasized. harmonic;
.a harmonic function minimum and maximum
1 2a values within a domain are at the boundaries of
~ 5~-2w-3 this domain;
d:. '-- ," ~ :J~~ ' --.by applying a transformation, such as Yi = CXi + bi,
: 5,:.:- : w-J 2: ,. to the variables of a harmonic function, it
, ::c '. ' , .2b
/d;;" .rd:;\ -;;;< . b h .
="'---,- I P::~'.= continues to e armornc.
---@',.' The configuration space represents the robot as a point
3 w-3 w-2 4
in an appropriate space where the obstacles are the
(.) (b) constraints in the values of each coordinate.
Figure 4: (a) Global Trajectory between S and G A navigation function is a local-minimu.m free
(b) Connectivity Graph including S and G potential function <I> such that the vector -V<1> glves the
direction of the robot motion at any time [Khat86].
2 2 2 Th L I T . t PI The advantage of harmonic functions on non-
..e oca raJec ory anner h fi .. harmonic potential functions is that for t e lrst one It lS
Each edge of the path defined by the Global possible to avoid local minima, which can get the robot
. Pl . h C .. G h d fi th stuck. TraJectory anner m t e OnneCtlvlty rap e mes e
start and end points of a segment of the global trajectory.Th ..
b ç II ed b th AGV 3.2 Generatlon of the Global Navlgatlon Functlone preclse traJectory to e J.o ow y e
between each of these pairs of points is defined by the A . 1 . d th fi t .
to..s prevlous y mentlone , e con gura lon space
Local Trajectory Planner using the global navlgatlOn b .d d . th . k . ectan crle l.n R2
The...e COnsl ere m lS wor lS any r c. .
function in a particular room. ThlS functlo~ lS c~cu~ated.a AGV osition is defined by the coordinates of its center
priori and its values are mapped on a gnd WhlCh lS lald p
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of gravjty jn relatjon to a fixed referential. The FN = AN F()+ L A.,<1>() (Equatjon II),
constructjon of the global navjgatjon functjon starts by where AN and A., are multjpljcation factors whjch may
calculatjng the jnjtjal navjgatjon functjon F(I which is a change during the AGV movement.
solutjon to the followjng Djrichlet problem for the AN jncreases with the number of detected obstacle
Laplace equation: pojnts (N). A., js defined as a function of the current
potential gradient at the obstacle point.
au2/ax2 + au2/ay2 = o It should be stressed that the navj(Jatjon function
"'
u(x,y) = O for x =O and O~ y ~ or adaptatjon can be performed by simply addjng two
y =O and O~ x~d or already known sets of values (the current global
y =b and O~ x ~d (Equation I) navjgatjon function and the displaced potential function 1/1
u(d,y) = u() jf 0< y() ~ y ~ y() + L\y or with its symmetry center on a grid position) associated
= 0 otherwise with alI the grid positjons.
where u() < 0
4. SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS
Equation I has been derived considering a rectangular
room wjth width equal to b, length equal to d and a door The Local Trajectory Planner controls the AGV
at (d, y(J with wjdth L1y. The potentjal value at the room navigation from any room posjtion to a room door based
door is U(I and the potential value at the room walls was on the general principIe described in Section 3.
set to 0. A sjmulatjon experiment has been performed
The function F(I js the solution of Equation I, and jt consjdering a rectangular room with a single door. Figure
corresponds to an jnitial situation in whjch the only 5 shows the initial potential field generated jnsjde the
relevant information to the problem is the AGV posjtion, room. A low value potential was set at the door (u" = -I )
the room length (d) and width (b) and the position of the and 0 was the higher potentjal value set at the walls,
target door (d, y(J. Since thjs information is available according to the mathematjcal development discussed jn
before the AGV starts its operation, FII can be determined Section 3. The potential field values mapped on the grid
and its values can be mapped on a regular grid, whjch is posjtions are calculated before the AGV starts moving.
laid out over the room area, before the AGV starts The same is done for the values of a potential function <I>
moving. The solution of Equation I is given by: which represents the charge field to be associated with the
detected obstacles.
u(x,y) = L En sinh(nnx/b) sjnh(nny/b), where:
En=2U{t cos(nny<lh )-cos(nn(y()+L\y)/b ))tnn sjnh(nnd/b )
The grid values of a radial harmonjc potential function
t/J centered at any grid positjon are also calculated before
the AGV starts movjng. Its equatjon is gjven by:
<I> = (Â/2m log r, where r is the Eucljdean distance
to the symmetry center of the potential function and À is a
negative constant.
This potential function js associated with any obstacle
detected by the AGV while its moving, since it js always
modeled as a single point on the grid.. When the AGV
finds an obstacle, the closest obstacle point js identified Figure 5: Initial Room Potential Field
and the potential functjon t/J symmetry center is displaced
to the grid positjon whjch js closer to this obstacle point. The equjpotential Ijnes of the generated field are
This displaced functjon is added to the global navjgatjon shown jn Fjgure 6. The grid js represented by the dark
function at the grid positions according to Equation II. dots. The AGV real time movement is shown in Figure 7.
Due to the first and third propertjes prevjously mentioned, The AGV is represented by a circle and the ..electronic
the result is a new harmonic function which includes stick.. (infrared sensors) range is represented by a circular
jnformation on the presence of detected obstacles. At segment 40 cm ahead of the AGV. At the begjnning, the
stage N, the current navigation function FN is given by: AGV follows the field dictated by the room defined by
the jnitial global navigation function. As soon as the
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presence of an obstacle is detected by the AGV
"electronic stick", the global navigation function values 5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
are modified by the addition of a charge field associated
with the detected obstacle point that is closer to the AGV. An adaptive path planning procedure with real-time
obstacle avoidance capability has been proposed. It works
on a grid defined over the mobile robot working area.
Updated values of the global navigation function are
found by adding at the grid points the current value of the
global navigation function to the potential function
associated with the presence of a detected obstacle
modeled as a point. Adjustable multiplication factors are
applied to both functions before the addition. Both the
initial room potential function and the potential function
associated with an obstacle modeled as a point are
calculated a priori for alI the grid points. Therefore, the
deterrnination of the new values of the global navigation
function at the grid points can be performed by simply
doing a few multiplications and additions.
For this path planning procedure, obstacle detection is
Figure 6: Potential Field Equipotential Lines performed using infrared sensors in a similar way as a
blind person detects obstacles with the use of a stick.
The global navigation function adaptation is The main features of the proposed procedure are the
performed by taking into consideration both the total following ones:
number of charges previously added to the original room .it demands very low computational load;
field and the current potential value at the position where .it is intended to be used to avoid any kind of
a new obstacle was detected. As mentioned in Section 3, obstacles;
the multiplication tactor AN associated with the room .it requires low cost sensors;
potential field increases as the number of added charge .it is free from local minima.
fields increases. In addition, the actual value of the Simulation experiments have shown prornising results
multiplication factor Ac associated with the charge field is in the ability of the proposed procedure to be used in the
defined in order to avoid the creation of a too big implementation of mobile robots which are able to detect
potential gradient value in a region where the current and avoid collisions with unknown obstacles while
value is low. Otherwise the AGV could be pushed against moving.
the room walls, for instance, as a result of a global The convergence problems of this algorithm will be
navigation function modification introduced by the discussed in a future work. In addition, research will be
detectjon of an obstacle close to a wall. done with focus in applyjng the proposed procedure to
demonstrate the ability of a mobile robot to learn the
position of obstacles which do not move frequently within
an environment.
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